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Abstract: - The Meta Cloud Computing Environment (MC2E) project is a Russian-Chinese project dedicated to
the study of methods and means of building an informational and computational environment for scientific
computational experiments and interdisciplinary research, based on the federal principle of management. Such
a federation was supposed to be a specialized, heterogeneous ecosystem of cloud data processing centers (DC),
high-performance computer installations united by telecommunication resources. The article provides a brief
overview of the main results of this project.
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1 Introduction
Today's interdisciplinary research in
various fields of science involves collaboration
of multiple research teams, unique scientific
instruments
and
large
demands
in
computational resources. Such collaboration
requires an informational, computational and
communicational infrastructure specifically
tuned for each project. Efforts to create such
infrastructure in a traditional way (a local DC
with domain-specific software) cause a number
of problems:
1. It requires significant financial and
material investments, since each new
experiment needs specific software
adjusted by highly qualified ITspecialists. The problem becomes more
complicated if such experiments are
performed by independent research
teams, because such teams often have
different internal business processes,
specialize in different subject areas,
have their own hardware and software
preferences and may be located far from
each other;
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2. At the initial stage of a project the

requirements
to
the
project
infrastructure are known roughly and
overestimated. This could lead to waste
the efficiency of investments;
3. A lot of difficulties arise when scientific
data is distributed and used by different
teams simultaneously. Data that is
needed for one team could be acquired
by another. And without a specialized
system that manages infrastructure such
cases are hard to solve;
4. The groups of researchers from different
projects may already have tools,
software for processing, collecting and
storing data. Creating or mastering new
ones for a project is usually
unacceptable. Therefore, it is necessary
to provide the possibility to bring into
the environment already existing
developments.
The main instrument for numerical
experiments and simulation has been High
Performance Computing (HPC). Computational
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S and HPC-C platforms heterogeneity makes it
hard to switch automatically between them if
some platform becomes highly loaded. So in
order to change the target platform, researchers
need to spend time and resources adjusting their
software for the new API.
Another problem on the way to the
integration of HPC-S and the HPC-C is how to
choose the proper computer installation for MPI
program execution in heterogeneous integrated
environment: HPC-S or HPC-C? Other words
for every MPI program in the queue of the
environment make a decision where it should be
executed more effectively in term of PTS
criterion
in
the
current
resource
amount/configuration. On the way of solution
to this integration problem we need to justify
the hypothesis that the sharing of physical
resources by several MPI programs (several
tenants) in HPC-С environment will reduce the
total execution time of these programs, i.e. this
time will be less than the sum of the execution
times of each program separately.
One more problem is the ability of the
environment aggregates the resources of DC
network (DCN). At this point the key problem
is feasibility the Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD)
service problem. This service should
develop/allocate, under request, the channels
between two or more DC with the appropriate
QoS parameters and total throughput for
transmitting specified amount of data at
particular interval of time through TCP/IP
transport network. It should be emphasized that
such a service does not imply a dedicated
channel between the interacting parties.
Moreover, it should be dynamically created
through the aggregation of existing network
resources.
Here the overview the main results of
MC2E project are presented in the following
structure. We will shortly present the
architecture of the MC2E environment (section
2); the experimental exploring of DC network
influence on CPU utilization in the clouds and
on resources sharing ability for MPI programs
(section 3); new approaches to the prediction of
the MPI programs execution time on a certain
set of computer installations to determine a
proper choice of order and place for program

resources for HPC are provided by
supercomputers, mainframes and servers
clusters. The general trend today is the usage of
supercomputers
and
HPC
installations.
However, a trend analysis at TOP500.org
[Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της
αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.] suggests that the
number of applications is growing faster than
the number of supercomputers and HPC
installations. At the same time, we can see the
rapid growth in the popularity of cloud
computing, the usage of Data Centers Networks
(DCN) to increase the power of cloud
computing platforms. A good example is EGI
Association [Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης
της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.].
These two kind computational platforms
have a different computational capability but
they also have big differences in their load.
Most applications will run faster on a
supercomputer than on a server cluster in DC.
However, it may turn out that the total delay of
the application in the queue plus the execution
time on HPC-Supercomputer (HPC-S) would be
more than execution time plus waiting time in
the queue on HPC cloud server cluster (HPCC). We will call this total delay as program time
in system (PTS criterion).
MC2E project mission was to study how
to develop an environment that would allow
easy way to create an informational and
computational infrastructure, which meet the
listed above specifics of a certain
interdisciplinary project. One of the actual
research topic and still weakly explored
problems of this mission is the integration two
pretty different HPC environments –
supercomputers and DС Clouds. These
environments vary in many ways: differences in
the level of resource management in the
computational environment in use, by the
virtualization technique, by the composition of
the parameters and the specification form of the
request for program execution, by scheduling
and resource allocation policy. On-demand
clouds could help solve this problem by
offering virtualized resources customized for
specific purposes. Cloud platform offers more
flexibility and convenience for researchers in
compare with HPC-S. But in any case the HPC-
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execution (section 4); and approaches to BoD
service development (section 5).

cluster, DC, supercomputer under unique
administration. And each federate has its own
policy which regulates federate resource
allocation to the users. Infrastructures that are
built
as
federation
of
heterogeneous
computational resources are already used in
many existing projects. Several such projects
are designed to perform experiments in
computer networking. For example, the GENI
project (Global Environment for Network
Innovations) [Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης
της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.] that was initiated
by the US National Scientific Foundation (NSF)
is a virtual laboratory aimed to provide an
environment for networking experiments on an
international scale. Today more than 200 US
universities contribute to the GENI project.
Another project which supported by NSF is
FABRIC [Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης
της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.]. FABRIC is an
adaptive programmable research infrastructure
for computer science and science applications.
Similar but less known projects are Ophelia
[Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της
αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.] (supported by the
EU) and Fed4Fire [Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο
προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.]
(supported by 17 companies from 8 countries).

2 MC2E Architecture
The MC2E environment architecture is
based on the following principles:
1. The infrastructure is a federation of
locations called federates with local
computing, storing and networking
resources. Federation administrates all
resources (CPU, memory, network,
software) provided by federates;
2. Resources of the same federate can be
shared between different projects
simultaneously;
3. All physical resources are virtualized;
4. Resources on a user level have a high
level of abstraction. Usage of such
resources should not require strong
qualification from system administrator;
5. Experiments’ results could be saved.
Saved results could be used by other
research teams to reproduce or continue
the experiment;
6. The federation provides data processing
as a virtualized service.
On the figure 1 the MC2E architecture is
layout with responsibilities allocation between
the international project participants.
An
example
of
the
federate
computational resource could be an HPC

Meta Cloud Orchestrator (MSU)

SDN

Fig. 1. MC2E Architecture
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There are some other ones provide
environments for computational experiments
regardless of their domain [Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο
προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.],
[Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της
αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.], [Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο
προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.].
However, these projects have several
following drawbacks:
1. Weak integration between HPC-S and
HPC-C, which does not allow you to
automatically select an effective
computational resource from the
available;
2. Drawbacks in service chaining to
perform experiments and bring already
existed services/tools into the new
environment;
3. Resource planning doesn’t take into
account possible services scaling;
4. The lack of DCN control and
management services like monitoring
and BoD services.
The basic technologies for MC2E
project to develop a virtual infrastructure for
interdisciplinary research project as a flexible
and economically effective way were SoftwareDefined Networking (SDN) and Network
Function
Virtualization
(NFV).
These
technologies allow increase the level of
resource abstraction, enable coordinated
resource
optimization
and
automatize
infrastructure management. Instead of providing
individual resources, users receive complete
virtual infrastructures (computational power,
communication channels and storage systems)
with guaranteed performance and QoS based on
the service level agreement (SLA).
Actually there were two cloud
environments used for experiments in MC2E
project: Docklet [10] and Cloud Conductor (C2)
[11]. The goal of Docklet is to provide Personal
Development Workspace in the Cloud solution
[53]. It covers all the SaaS, PaaS and IaaS layer
of cloud computing architecture. The basic of
Docklet is LXC vcluster [54], but not Docker
container. For Docklet users, what they face
directly is their Workspace. They use browser
to do software development, debugging and
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testing, etc. using tools Docklet provide,
working in a high layer. With the help of
Docklet, research groups can easily virtualize
their small scale data centers, creating
virtualized clusters, and then providing users a
customizable Workspace in the cloud. Users
only need a modern browser to visit their own
Workspace located in the enterprise's Intranet
from anywhere, at any time. They can do works
like online editing source codes, debugging,
testing, managing data files, analyzing data,
visualizing results, etc.
The C2 Platform architecture is based on
the reference implementation ETSI NFV
MANO model and provides the full VNF lifecycle support: initialization, configuration,
execution and deinitialization. This description,
called TOSCA-template [11], is all that needed
to set a VF. TOSCA template includes the
structure of a cloud application, application
management policies, OS image and scripts to
start, to stop and to configure the application
that implements the VF. The C2 platform
assumes that a cloud administrator should
provide the TOSCA-template as a zip or tar
archive with a predetermined structure.
The
proposed
federation-based
environment has the following advantages:
1. Easy locating, setup and scaling
resources across a variety of services in
minutes;
2. Developing application as a chain of
multiple services based on NFV
technology;
3. Merging infrastructures from different
research teams and adjust access
policies;
4. Automated resource planning to perform
user requests based on access policies
and SLA;
5. Extensive
application
description
environment, that allows to abstract
away low-level system details;
6. A decentralized resource accounting
system for settlements between project
participants;
7. Wide possibilities for experiments
tracing and monitoring;
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8. Increased efficiency of network
virtualization with SDN, that allows to
adjust virtualized network channels for
each particular experiment;
9. Common specification language that is
necessary for transferring existed
research
software
into
MC2E
environment.
The
main
MC2E
architecture
components or subsystems are listed below:
1. Meta-Cloud
–
orchestrate
user
applications, allocate and schedule them
between federates;
2. Interface – provides a unified API for
users to submit their applications and for
federate administrator to manage and
control the resources of the federate;
3. Networking – regulates network
resource usage and provides Capacityon-Demand service;
4. Monitor – performs resource monitoring
and clearance for all federates in MC2E;
5. Quality of Service, Administration
Control and Management – enforces
resource usage policy, provides QoS
based on user requirements and
guarantees resource reliability.
These components are described in
details in [12] General MC2E workflow looks
as follows:
1. By unified MC2E interface a user send
his application and data to the front-end
server;
2. The front-end server invokes MetaCloud scheduler and monitor to choose
a federate for application execution;
3. Meta-Cloud analyze the queue and
predicts application execution time and
data transmission time for all available
federates;
4. Based on the prediction Meta-Cloud
chooses the federate that will minimize
the total of application in system (data
transmission time + queue waiting time
+ execution time);
5. Meta-Cloud call the Networking for
channel development to the destination
federate and sends application and its
data;
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6. Federate executes the application and
returns results to the user;
7. In the case of a federate failure, an
application will be migrated by MetaCloud QoS to another federate.
The following resources were used for the
experiments in MC2E project:
1. Supercomputer Lomonosov-2 [13];
2. HPC computer installation Polus - IBM
Power 8 [14];
3. HPC computer installation BlueGene –
IBM Power PC [15];
4. HPC computer installation МВС-10П
Tornado [16];
5. mini DC: head server – Intel Xeon CPU
E5-2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz with 48 cores
with 64 Gb RAM and 6 workers – Intel
Xeon CPU E5-2667 v4 @ 3.20GHz
with 16 cores with 32 Gb RAM, HD –
3.5 TB, Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS; each
physical link had 10 Gbps;
6. DC Peking University [17];
7. VMs (4 cores, 16 GB) in Alibaba Cloud
DC.

3 Cloud as HPC environment
Clouds are less powerful than
specialized server clusters or supercomputers
[18]. Nevertheless they are becoming more
popular as a platform for HPC due to the low
cost and easy to access. Several papers [19],
[20] have shown that one of the main
performance bottlenecks in HPC-clouds issues
from communication delays within the DС
network. While supercomputers use fast
interconnections like [21], [22] HPC-clouds
mostly rely on usual Ethernet networks. This
performance bottleneck could also lead to CPU
underutilization
with
network-intensive
applications, since such applications may spend
a lot of time waiting for their messages to pass
through the network.
One of the important results of MC2E
project is the verification and justification of the
hypothesis that network-intensive HPCapplications could share CPU cores among each
other with negligible performance degradation.
Such behaviour could be used to improve CPU
utilization and to increase the effectiveness of
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HPC-application execution. The hypothesis was
validated in a cloud environment with HPC
benchmark – NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB)
[23] on mini-DC (the parameters see above)
with QEMU/KVM hypervisor 64 virtual
machines (VMs) (Ubuntu 16.04, 1 vCPU, 1024
Mb RAM). MPI version was 3.2. Head server
contained 16 VMs, other servers contained 8
VMs per each. Average RTT between different
VMs was near 400 μs. Bandwidth between
VMs was at the same server – 18.2 Gbps, on
different servers – 5.86 Gbps.
In this experiment, the network
bandwidth influence on CPU utilization was
explored. Sequentially 5 NPB MPI programs
with 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 MPI processes on
separate VM were run on network with three
bandwidths: 100 Mbps, 1Gbps, 10Gbps. As it
should be seen on Fig. 2 when the number of
MPI processes increases, CPU usage drops,
because different MPI processes run on
different virtual machines and data is
transferred over the network between the
different physical servers and so the delay

increases. Also, CPU usage drops when MPI
program run in one physical server (2, 4 and 8
CPUs). This CPU usage decrease allows share
the same CPU between different MPI programs.
In another experiments series the ability
different HPC-applications to share CPU cores
was explored. The experiment methodology
was as follow: sequentially 5 pairs of NPB MPI
programs (each pair contained two identical
programs) on (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64) VMs (N MPI
processes in each MPI program). To evaluate
the ability MPI programs to share CPU
resources the queue metric, see Fig. 3, was
used, where pure time is execution time without
resources sharing; sharing time is execution
time when two MPI programs use the same
CPUs and cores. It is not hard to see if value of
queue metrics is more than 1 therefore two
programs run simultaneously take less time to
complete than in sequential order. According to
the Fig. 3 even in the cloud with slow network
(100 Mbps) we can get up to 20 percent
execution time acceleration.

Fig. 2. CPU utilization for NPB
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However as it shown on Fig.3 not all MPI
programs can effectively share resources with
other MPI programs.

Fig. 1. Queue metric
The input data from the portal come to
the orchestrator of the CE, which is
responsible for implementing the virtual
infrastructure and executing the
programs in it;
3. The orchestrator responsible for
federation resources allocation and has a
unique algorithm to do this. This
algorithm determines the best order and
the best federate and physical computer
installation inside federate for program
execution, in sense of the PTS
effectiveness criterion. When computer
installation is selected this program is
sent to there;
4. Each federate has its own queue of
programs. The arrived program is
processed by the local resources
scheduler and will start running at a
certain time defined by the local
scheduler;
5. When the program execution is
completed the results is returned to the
orchestrator which in its term sends it to
the users in the proper form.
From the path above, it can be seen that
step 3 (meta-scheduling) and step 4 (local
scheduling) are optimization points by criterion
PTS. The important part of MC2E project was

4 MPI program execution time
prediction
As it was already said one of the main
criteria for the effectiveness of a cloud
computing environment for HPC applications is
the time spending by MPI program in this
environment (PTS criterion). This time consists
of the time spent by program in the queue
(waiting time) and the program execution time
(execution time). These values depend on the
resources allocation algorithms of the cloud
environment (CE) (mapping virtual computer
installations to physical ones) and the queue
discipline, taking into account the heterogeneity
of physical computer installations.
Look at the «path» of a program from
the coming in the CE up to getting the result of
its execution:
1. User forms a set of input data: the text
of the program, initial values of the
program input parameters, program
running resources like number of MPI
processes or the requested resources
(CPU, RAM), a special script to compile
program;
2. User send a set of input data to the CE
through a single portal of the federation.
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time. However, the usage any of the above
approaches, we need all the execution histories
of all programs on each of the computers in the
set under consideration.
One of the important and new results of
the MC2E project is the development the MPI
program execution time prediction method
which allows relaxing this requirement: to
predict the program execution time on several
computer installations, only some running
histories of this program on them are sufficient
(the detailed description of the method see
[24]). Moreover, it is not necessary to run each
program on each computer installation.
The main idea of proposed new
approach to MPI program execution time
prediction problem is based on the association
that the problem under consideration is very
similar to the problem solved in the
recommendation systems or recommender
system [34]. A recommender system (RS), or a
recommendation system (sometimes replacing
'system' with a synonym such as platform or
engine), is a subclass of information filtering
system that seeks to predict the "rating" or
"preference" a user would give to an item [35].
The examples of the items could be movies,
books or any other goods. So recommender
system restore, predict the relationships
between users and items based on some user
estimations, preferences.
RS system has a rating matrix where the
rows (or columns) correspond to movies, books,
or goods, and the columns (or rows) correspond
to users. This matrix is often sparse, since there
are a lot of users and items, and users can't
physically evaluate all the items under
consideration. The RS system tries to predict
the preferences of each user for each item,
based on individual user ratings for some items.
So, in other words, RS system has to fill in the
empty entries in the rating matrix. In these
terms consider the following analogy: users are
the computer installations, items are the
programs, and user ratings are execution times.
Thus, computer installations “evaluate”
programs and the smaller the rating (execution
time), the better.
In the proposed approaches, the problem
of the program execution time prediction is

the research and development the algorithm to
choose the most effective computer installation
in the federation for the received MPI program
based on the minimum execution time criterion.
Within MC2E project the algorithms for
program execution time prediction on a certain
set of computer installations based on the
execution history of the program on different
computer installations were developed (detailed
description of the algorithms see [24]).
The problem of predicting the execution
time of a program on a computer is well known
and is a classical one. For example program
execution time on the specific computer
installation, as well as the waiting time in the
queue, can be predicted based on the histories
of its running on this computer installation [25],
[26], [27], [28]. Many extrapolation algorithms
can be proposed for that like [29], [30], or
regression [31], or more complex algorithms
like the ensemble of decision trees (Random
Forest) [32]. The main disadvantage of these
algorithms is that they applicable only to the
same computer installation. But the point of the
question in MC2E was a program execution
time prediction on a certain set of computer
installations. These are the computer
installations whose characteristics meet the
requirements of the virtual infrastructure. Of
course, the algorithms mentioned above can be
used to estimates programs execution time on
the several computer installations. However,
this requires a history of running of this
program on each computer installation from the
set. It is unlikely this information will be
available.
The logic for choice of computer
installation based on the histories of program
execution can be described as follows. One of
the well-known algorithms [25], [26], [27], [28]
is applied to program execution histories to
estimate program execution time on each of the
computer installation from a certain set of
computer installations. One of the widely used
the form of such history could be a trace of
program execution [33]. Based on the estimates,
one can either developing scheduling for a
group of programs, or follow a greedy strategy
and send each program to the computer
installation that has the minimum execution
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reduced to the problem of filling empty entries
in the matrix “Programs-Computers” built for a
given set of programs and a given set of
computer installations. In the entries of this
matrix there is an execution time a certain
program with certain sets of arguments
corresponding to a specific computer
installation.
It should be clear that accuracy of the
prediction depends on the number of program
running histories on computer installations from
a certain set. There were proposed two
approaches to the program execution time
prediction problem on a certain set of computer
installations. The first one is based on computer
installations grouping based on the Pearson
correlation [36]. It was shown that this method
reasonably apply in the case of a "densely"
(dense matrix) filled matrix «ProgramsComputers» (at least 95% of entries are filled).
The second one was developed for the
sparse «Programs-Computers» matrix and relies
on decomposition of that matrix into vector
representations of computer installations and
programs,
so-called
embeddings.
An
embedding is a relatively low-dimensional
space into which you can translate highdimensional vectors. Embeddings make it easier
to do machine learning on large inputs like
sparse vectors representing words. Ideally, an
embedding captures some of the semantics of
the input by placing semantically similar inputs
close together in the embedding space [37]. In
the paper [24] it is shown how to use
embedding of program and embedding of
computer installation to predict the program
execution time on specific computer
installation.
There
was
explored
the
decomposition technique [38] to the matrix
«Programs-Computers»
to
calculate
embeddings.

Also, there was considered ensembles
from algorithms Ridge regression, grouping
computer installations based on Pearson
correlation, and matrix decomposition in MC2E
project. It was shown that the ensemble of
algorithms is more resistant to outliers than
other algorithms and gives the best results on
dense matrices. All proposed algorithms have
been deeply experimentally explored on MPI
benchmarks and OpenMP benchmarks [39],
[40] (see Table 1).
Experiments with testing data from
Table 1 showed that an ensemble of algorithms
with a small percentage of empty entries in
«Program-Computer» matrix – up to 52% –
makes a better prediction compared to all other
algorithms.
Also,
accordingly to
the
experiments, the ensemble and ALS show good
results even in the presence of outliers in the
source testing data sets. In case that percentage
of empty entries is much more than 50%, ALS
algorithm demonstrated the best prediction.
Thus, for dense matrices, it is better to use an
ensemble of algorithms, for sparse ones-matrix
decomposition, in particular the ALS algorithm.
It is important to emphasize that the
proposed approach to predicting program
execution time requires a minimal set of data
about the program, which is usually available
on all modern computer installations. Another
important advantage of the proposed approach
is that a result of matrix decomposition is the
embeddings of Programs and computer
installations of dimension 1. This fact allows
one set up the total order as on a set computer
installations as on a set of programs what
significantly help to properly select the
computer installation with effective execution
time. For the more data about prediction
methods testing see [24].

Name

Number of computer
installations

Number of programs

Benchmark type

MPIL2007

163

12

MPI [Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο
προέλευσης της αναφοράς
δεν βρέθηκε.]

MPIM2007

396

13
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προέλευσης της αναφοράς
δεν βρέθηκε.]
ACCEL_OMP

25

15

OpenMP [Σφάλμα!

Το
αρχείο προέλευσης της
αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.]

Table 1. Data for testing algorithms
implementation of BoD services can be divided
into two components: route aggregation and fair
distribution of user traffic flows among these
routes accordingly to the SLA of the contract.
Under the term “route aggregation” it
means a service that can use for a user data flow
transmission between a pair of DCs several
different routes in data communication network
(further just network) at the same time. The task
of route aggregation does not address the issue
of SLA quality of service that what BoD should
do. To implement route aggregation, several
problems have to be solved.
The first one is how many and what
routes should be aggregated to meet the BoD
service SLA. It should be clear that the
aggregated routes have to have the minimum
intersections. This constraint comes from the
specifics of the operation of congestion control
algorithms on network transport level. The
number of edge-disjoint paths between two
vertices in a graph is defined by the Menger
theorem [42]. This theorem states that the
largest number of edge-disjoint routes from
vertex u to vertex v in the graph is equal to the
smallest number of edges in the <u,v> cut of
that graph.
The absence of the route intersection is
not always a critical point. For example, if the
physical links on the intersections have a
sufficient available bandwidth, than there is no
bottleneck. However, it is possible that there are
no alternative disjoint routes between source
and destination in the network topology. In this
case, the problem can be reduced to the
previous one by transforming the graph of the
network topology in such a way that the edge
corresponding to the physical link with a high
bandwidth is replaced by several edges with a
lower bandwidth. An alternative solution could
also be to search for routes with the least
number of intersections, as MCMF [43] does.

5 Bandwidth on Demand service
As it was mentioned in the introduction
one of the problems was studied in MC2E
project was the ability of HPC-С environment
aggregates the resources of DCN. The
environment intended for interdisciplinary
scientific research projects has to have very
flexible and powerful network resource
allocation, scheduling and administration
mechanisms. Otherwise, the overhead for DCN
network resources should be very high and the
load on the DCN network resource will be very
volatile. At this point the key problem is
feasibility the Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD)
service problem. This service should
develop/allocate, under request, the channels
between two or more DC with the appropriate
QoS parameters and total throughput to
transmitу a specified amount of data at
particular interval of time through TCP/IP
transport network. It should be emphasized that
such a service does not imply a dedicated
channel between the interacting parties.
Moreover, it should be dynamically created
through the aggregation of existing network
resources. It was implied that a request for BoD
service is possible under the contract between
the user and network carrier.
Two kinds of user flows were under
consideration in the project. The background
flows – the user flows that duration is
significantly greater than the duration of flows
resulting from BoD service request and occupy
all period of observation. The urgent flow – the
user flow for which BoD service request was
made.
In the paper [41] the problem BoD
service development is considered in details.
Here the reasoning layout of the approach
proposed in the cited paper is presented. The
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After find the value k – the number of
disjoint routes, the network topology graph can
be processed by the special algorithm to
identify k routes between the source and the
destination. It was found that not any algorithm
is suitable for this purpose. For example, the
greedy algorithm [44] will not be solution of the
problem. The proper choice is MCMF [45],
which reduces original problem to the
maximum flow in the network problem. Follow
this way the set of routes with sufficient
available resources to provide the BoD service
will be identified in a network topology.
The next problem is how to use
simultaneously the resources of these routes to
transmit user flow, i.e. to do the route
aggregation. There are a large number of
protocols and technologies that can help with
this problem. In [41] following the 5-tier
TCP/IP model, these protocols were considered
and the main requirements for them were
formulated. At any of these levels, you have to
deal with multipath protocols, which allow you
to divide a single application flow on the
several transport subflows each uses a single
path.
There are two basic approaches to
multipath routing: static and dynamic. The
MPTCP is a static approach [45] involving a
priori allocation of a certain number of transport
subflows among which data stream segments
are distributed. The dynamic approach e.g.
FDMP [46] involves the dynamic allocation of
a subflow at the request of a transport agent,
depending on the correspondence of the total
allocated subflows throughput to the application
demand.
At the network level, transport flow
balancing techniques such as ECMP [47],
MPLS-TE [48] together with the RSVP
resource reservation protocol [49] can be
applied. However, ECMP has one constraint:
the routes should have the same cost (e.g. have
the same lengths in case of hop count metric),
that is not true in general case for k disjoint
routes discussed above. Therefore, to balance
flows, it is more profitable to look towards
unequal-cost multipath (UCMP), where route
cost can be varied.
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In the case of the link layer, the main
constraint for all link layer aggregation
protocols is to use only those routes that pass
through the same network devices. Most
network equipment for working with Ethernet
networks supports both static configuration of
link aggregation and dynamic control like the
LACP, PAgP protocols [50]. And again as at
network level the problem flows' distribution
problem arises. Similar to LACP channel
aggregation techniques can be found for other
types of networks, although they can have a
completely different physical nature.
After the route aggregation the problem
of Application Flow Load Distribution (AFLD
problem) among identified routes was
considered. The AFLD problem was divided on
resource estimation problem and resource
distribution problem. The solution of the first
one brings us the answer whether there is
enough available capacity on the identified
routs to meet the SLA BoD contract? If it is so
the second one comes – how application flow
load should be distributed between these
routes?
To solve this problem, a mathematical
model was developed for the simultaneous
transmission of data for a given set of contracts
over several routes. Based on this model, the
AFLD problem was formulated as discrete-time
integer linear programming problem (ILP) [12].
Solution AFLD problem in ILP form gave the
answers for the following questions: is there
enough available capacity on the identified
routes to accommodate all urgent flows? What
urgent flows can be accommodated? How
much of the available capacity on the identified
routes each accommodated urgent flow can
occupy?
On the basis of Juniper VMX routers, a
prototype of the above approaches to the
implementation of BoD service based on VPN
technology was built, which was successfully
tested between DC at Moscow State University
and DC of Peking University. In April 2021, a
pilot project for the implementation of BоD
service between data centers in Moscow and
Novosibirsk was successfully completed [55].
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of the Program and computer installations (for
spare Program-Computer matrix).
It is important to emphasize that the
proposed approach to predicting program
execution time requires a minimal set of data
about the program, which is usually available.
Another important advantage of the proposed
approach is that a result of matrix
decomposition is the embeddings of MPI
programs and computer installations have
dimension 1. This fact allows one set up the
total order as on a set computer installations as
on a set of programs what significantly help to
properly select the computer installation with
effective execution time. As a hypothesis it was
proposed in the project that execution time
prediction techniques one can apply not only to
MPI programs.
The approach to the BoD service
development was proposed. This approach was
divided into the route aggregation problem and
the flow load distribution problem. Various
implementation options for the route
aggregation problem were analyzed according
to the network parameters, the desires of the
service provider and the capabilities of the
network equipment. The problem flow load
distribution among aggregated routes was
solved in the form as ILP problems.
It would be naive to believe that the
presented results fully cover the solutions to all
the problems that arise when creating such
environments. For example, the automation of
programs lunching for execution on different
computer installations in the environment
integrating HPC-C and HPC-S resources, the
coordinated management of data and network
resources in real time, analytics, management
and security in such environments [51], the
problems of accounting for consumed
resources,
mutual
settlements
between
federation members, the use of edge
computation technology [52].

Conclusion

The main results of MC2E international
project are presented. This project was targeting
on study of the development an environment for
academic interdisciplinary research. MC2E is
built as a federation of local computing units
called federates. Each federate can consist on an
HPC cluster, DC, a supercomputer, a scientific
installations covered by data communication
network. The advantages of MC2E include:
 High level of resource control and
flexible capabilities to define virtual
environments;
 High quality of resource scheduling and
utilization providing efficient scientific
services by PST criterion ;
 It relieves a user from tedious system
administration tasks and it also specifies
a unified way to describe a DC (or an
HPC cluster) service life cycle.
MC2E can be applied in different areas,
such as educational activities of research
institutes and universities, interdisciplinary
research, international research collaboration,
increasing resource utilization in DCs,
popularizing supercomputer usage in different
research areas, shared data usage by multiple
organizations.
Beside listed above this research
presents the experimental justification the
hypothesis that you can get acceleration of MPI
programs executions time when you run in the
cloud several MPI programs simultaneously.
The experiments demonstrated up to 20 percent
execution time acceleration.
The problem solution was developed
how to choose the proper computer installation
for MPI program execution in heterogeneous
environment like MC2E project based on PST
criterion. For that a new approach to predict the
MPI program execution time on a certain
computer installation was proposed, even it was
not executed on it. Two algorithms were
constructed and analyzed: an algorithm based
on computer installations grouping based on the
Pearson correlation (for dense ProgramComputer matrix) and an algorithm based on
matrix decomposition technique, which allows
to obtain vector representations (embeddings)
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